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1. INTRODUCTION
According to the 2021 China Statistical Annual Report, there were 3,872 traffic accidents in Beijing 

in 2020, with 964 deaths and 3,369 injuries, resulting in 49.242 million yuan [1] in direct property losses. 
The occurrence of traffic accidents is associated with factors such as distracted driving [2] and traffic vio-
lations [3]. There is considerable research on distracted driving, but less attention has been given to traffic 
violations. With the significant improvement in the digitalisation of urban governance and the widespread 
application of artificial intelligence [4, 5], there has been an accumulation of data resources related to urban 
traffic law enforcement. However, most of the data resources are described through natural language, which 
cannot be directly used for data analysis, cannot directly guide the construction of urban traffic violation 
monitoring system and cannot support the accurate management of traffic violations. Therefore, there is an 
urgent need to augment existing data resources through data enhancement methods, analyse the augmented 
data, and provide support for the governance of urban traffic violations.

Wang et al. [6] utilised the BERT-BiLSTM-CRF model to extract event information related to traffic 
violations, constructing a traffic violation event graph. However, they did not augment or enhance the traffic 
violation data and the data scale is small. Zhao et al. [7] created a heat map for traffic violations in Fuzhou 
city based on the temporal and spatial dimensions, omitting considerations for factors such as weather. Li 
et al. [8] analysed common traffic violations like running red lights and illegal parking using data from 
Automated Enforcement Systems (AES) but did not involve the analysis of serious traffic violations. Exist-
ing research faces challenges such as difficulty in acquiring data and incomplete analyses. However, with 
the increasing openness of information, records of urban road traffic violations can be promptly obtained 
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through internet platforms. By employing natural language processing techniques for named entity recogni-
tion (NER) on these records, and enhancing extracted information such as time and location, comprehensive 
support can be provided for the dynamic allocation of law enforcement personnel on urban traffic scenes and 
the precise governance of traffic violations.

The NER is the central link in the field of information extraction and knowledge graph construction, 
aiming to extract specific types of entities such as person names, place names, organisation names and so 
on from complex structured, unstructured and semi-structured data, and classify these entities with specific 
meaning [9], which has piqued the academics’ interest. Xiao et al. [10] used the BiLSTM-CRF model to 
recognise the named entities in traditional Chinese medical case texts, advancing text mining in traditional 
Chinese medicine; Chen et al. [11] applied the BERT-BiLSTM-CRF model to named entity identification 
in Chinese rock description texts, with the goal of automating geological knowledge extraction; Zhao et al. 
[12] employed the BERT model to recognise named entities in agricultural text information, hence address-
ing the issue of polysemy in agricultural texts; Zeng et al. [13] used the BERT model to recognise named 
entities in publicly available verdict documents from the Shanghai High People’s Court, introducing a new 
way for extracting important information from verdict records; Liu et al. [14] used the BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 
model to perform an intelligent analysis of power industry accident reports, introducing a new technique to 
assessing incident reports in the power industry; Wang et al. [15] used the BERT-BiLSTM-CRF model to 
recognise earthquake emergency information in online media, swiftly and accurately retrieving earthquake 
emergency information; The BERT-CRF model was utilised by Li et al. [16] to extract maize breeding entity 
relationships, establishing the groundwork for the construction of a maize breeding knowledge graph and 
other downstream tasks. The NER method is applied in various fields such as civil engineering, agriculture 
and judiciary, but it is less commonly used in the field of traffic safety. Using the NER method to extract key 
information related to traffic violations for analysis provides a certain level of technical support for traffic 
safety analysis. 

This paper employs a comprehensive traffic safety service management platform to address the concerns 
of incomplete analysis and inability to identify effective named entities in the field of traffic safety connect-
ed to serious traffic violations. The study focuses on serious traffic violations in Beijing and analyses them 
using a BERT-CRF model. Firstly, the BIO annotation method is used to add event labels to traffic violation 
events, expanding the People’s Daily dataset from 71,456 to 95,291 words. This is done to enhance the gen-
eralisation and learning capabilities of the BERT-CRF model through an expanded data set and compared 
to other models, the average accuracy of the BERT-CRF model grew by 2.04%, and the average F1 score 
increased by 1.64%, allowing it to accomplish the task of extracting named entities of traffic violations more 
effectively. Secondly, methods such as forward geocoding and Bayesian formulas are applied to enhance the 
data on severe traffic violations, acquiring features such as longitude, latitude, weather, and day of the week, 
thus providing technical support for the governance of urban traffic violations. Lastly, a precise analysis is 
conducted from multiple dimensions including month, week, hour, gender and space on six categories of 
severe traffic violations: forged or altered motor vehicle driving license, drunk driving, hit-and-run, driving 
after drinking alcohol, no valid motor vehicle driving license and speeding 50% over. This can provide sup-
port for the dynamic allocation of law enforcement personnel on urban traffic scenes and enabling precise 
governance of traffic violations.

2. METHODS
By observing and pre-processing the collected dataset on severe traffic violations, we employed a series 

of methods, including the BERT-CRF model, forward geocoding, Beautiful Soup method and Bayesian 
formula, to enhance data quality. The overall process of data acquisition is illustrated in Figure 1, with a key 
emphasis on the application of the BERT-CRF model. The main steps are described and illustrated in the 
following subsections.
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2.1 The original traffic violations dataset
Beijing is in northern China, north of the North China Plain, with Tianjin City to the east and Hebei 

Province to the west. Beijing is a world-famous ancient capital and a modern international city which has 
a semi-humid and semi-arid monsoon climate, with hot and rainy summers, cold and dry winters, and short 
spring and autumn seasons. It includes the Dongcheng District, Xicheng District, Chaoyang District and 
other 16 districts. This paper primarily focuses on the records of severe traffic violations in Beijing (https://
bj.122.gov.cn/) and analyses a dataset comprising 62,886 instances of traffic violations recorded from 1 
January 2016 to 31 December 2021 [17].

The 16 different fields that make up the original traffic violation data include the vehicle plate type, vehi-
cle plate number, fine fact, penalty type, penalty result, etc. Since the original traffic violation data included 
sensitive information including the driver’s name and legal name, the data was desensitised by replacing it 
with numbers. Because there are so many serious traffic violations every day, in order to address and record 
them quickly, only important information such as the driver’s name, license plate type, case name, penalty 
category, penalty result and penalty fact are usually recorded, but this information does not include the 
weather, longitude and latitude information where the violations occurred and the case name is not as clear 
as the description of the penalty facts.

The case name of  serious traffic violations are split into six primary categories based on data observation 
and statistics, to define the case name types in Table 1 as standards. 

Using these six categories of serious traffic violations as the study target, this study gets weather, latitude 
and longitude information from traffic violations through data augmentation and examines traffic violations 
in Beijing from time, place and weather perspectives.

Data augmentation

Gender
determination

Time and date

Weather data

Forward geocoding

BERT-CRF modelOriginal traffic
violations

dataset

Final traffic
violations

dataset

Figure 1 – The process of enhancing data on traffic violations

Table 1 – The type conversion of serious traffic violation cases

Types of traffic violation Traffic violation case identification

Forged or altered motor vehicle driving license 0

No valid motor vehicle driving license 1

Driving after drinking alcohol 2

Hit-and-run 3

Drunk driving 4

Speeding 50% over 5
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2.2 Data augmentation
BERT-CRF model

For traffic violation data, the key entities are the name, time and place of the traffic violation. Since the 
People’s Daily dataset used only contains four types of entity labels: personal name, time, place name and 
organisation name, it is impossible to extract the names of traffic violations. In order to enable the BERT-
CRF model to extract the name of the traffic violation, the People’s Daily dataset was expanded by using 
manual labelling data.

Location keywords and names of traffic violation were randomly selected from the original dataset of 
traffic violations, and 300 pieces of data were generated and labelled in batch according to the sentence 
pattern of “where and what illegal behaviours will be fined”. The generated data was labelled with BIO la-
belling method, and the data set of People’s Daily was expanded from 71,456 words to 95291 words.

There are three commonly used tagging strategies: BIO, BMES, and BIOES. This paper uses the BIO 
tagging method, where “B” indicates the beginning of an entity, “I” indicates the inside of an entity or the 
end of an entity, and “O” indicates an entity that is not of interest, Table 2 shows the entity label correspond-
ing to the BIO label.

Table 2 – BIO label

Entity type Start-tag End-tag
EVENT B-EVENT I-EVENT

ORGANISATION B-ORGANISATION I-ORGANISATION
PERSON B-PERSON I-PERSON

TIME B-TIME I-TIME
LOCATION B-LOCATION I-LOCATION

NON-ENTITY O O

BERT [18] can produce deeper semantic features and deep bidirectional language representations that 
combine left and right context information. The model structure can be changed to suit various downstream 
needs. The context is linked in this method and a more precise semantic representation of the text sequence 
characters is extracted. The CRF [19] can mark the labels of the characters in the text sequence and calculate 
the output to complete the text sequence prediction which is to solve the conditional probability distribution 
of the state sequence based on the observation sequence and form the random field of the state sequence. 

Take “On 6 October 2020 at 18:34, a violation occurred in the section from Changqiao Hutong West 
Mouth of Deshenmen Inner Street to Xinghua Hutong West Mouth, where a vehicle was driven that did not 
match the types of vehicles specified on the driver’s license.” as an example; the identification process is 
shown in Figure 2 to better illustrate how the BERT-CRF model works. 

The BERT model, as shown in Figure 2, comprises of the embedding layer and the transformer layer, with 
the [CLS] identifier added at the beginning of the input sequence and the adjacent sequences separated by 
the identifier. Token embeddings, segment embeddings and position embeddings are all part of the embed-
ding layer. Token embeddings are used to represent the vector of each character in the input sequence and 
derive the input sequence’s word vector. Segment embeddings are used to convey the sentence’s global 
semantic information and to obtain the sentence vector of the input sequence. Position embeddings can 
be used to encode the position information of characters in an input sequence in order to retrieve the input 
sequence’s position vector. Combine these three vectors to create a 768-dimensional composite vector, then 
feed it into each transformer for learning via the multi-head attention mechanism, and then feed the learnt 
data into the CRF model. Each character’s label is predicted and the conditional probability label is output 
using the BIO labelling method.

The key part of BERT is the multi-head attention mechanism in the transformer structure [20], which 
allows the model to learn different knowledge in different representation subspaces, forming information 
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with multiple dimensions. The calculation process of the mechanism is shown in Formula 1 and 2.

, ,head attention QW KW VWi i
Q

i
K

i
V= _ i  (1)

, ,MultiHead Q K V head head headi1 25 5 5f=^ h  (2)
where Q represents the query vector, K represents the key vector, V represents the value vector, Wi

Q rep-
resents the parameter for the i-th round of linear transformation of the query vector, Wi

K represents the pa-
rameter for the i-th round of linear transformation of the key vector, Wi

V represents the parameter for the i-th 
round of linear transformation of the value vector, 5 represents concatenation.

Position 
embeddings

Segment 
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Token 
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Figure 2 – The named entity recognition process for traffic violations

The word feature vectors created by the BERT layer are independent of one another, and when they are 
fed into the fully connected layer to forecast the labels of each word in the input sequence, the dependency 
link between word labels is ignored. The CRF model is used to find the globally optimal label sequence in 
order to tackle this challenge. As demonstrated in Formulas 3 and 4, CRF is a conditional probability distribu-
tion that can achieve the ideal anticipated sequence through the relationship between neighbouring labels.

,expS x w f x yk k
ky

=^ ^ ^h hh: D//  (3)

,expP y x S x w f x y1
k k

k
=^ ^ ^ ^h h hh: D/  (4)

where f represents the feature function, W represents the weight corresponding to the feature function, x 
represents the labelled observation sequence, y represents the output sequence, x represents the correspond-
ing label sequence, S(x) and represents the sum of the score values of all possible output sequences. During 
prediction, the Viterbi algorithm can be used to obtain the label sequence with the highest probability for a 
given observation sequence.

The primary metrics used to evaluate the model are precision in Formula 5, recall in Formula 6 and F1 score 
in Formula 7. The F1 score is a model performance indicator that combines precision and recall rates.

Precision TP FP
TP= +  (5)
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Recall TP FN
TP= +  (6)

score precision recall
precision recall

1 2F $
$

= +-  (7)

Where TP indicates the number of correctly named entities identified, FP indicates the number of incor-
rectly named entities identified as correct, FN indicates the number of correctly named entities identified as 
incorrect.

The model training was done in the CUDA version 11.1, GPU RTX2060 and TensorFlow1.15 software 
environments, with the training set, validation set and test set divided at 8:1:1. Table 3 displays the parameters 
chosen for model training.

Table 3 – Model parameter values

Parameter Values

max_seq_length 32

batch_size 32

learning_rate 0.00005

clip 0.1

warmup_proportion 0.1

dropout_rate 0.2

In this study, the BERT model with 12 levels and 768 dimension hidden layers is employed, along with 
the 12-head mode’s attention mechanism and a total of 110M parameters. Multiple tuning experiments were 
utilised to get superior training outcomes according to the values in Table 3 in order to choose the optimum 
mix of parameters for training. Table 4 displays the extracted entities using the trained BERT-CRF model.

Table 4 – Annotation results of different entities on the BERT-CRF model

Entity Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)

EVENT 98.52 98.88 98.69

LOCATION 95.45 97.46 96.44

PERSON 94.90 98.68 96.75

ORGANISATION 71.58 90.67 80

TIME 94.62 91.79 93.18

Ablation experiments were also done on the proposed model to investigate the function of various com-
ponents of the BERT-CRF model. The ablation studies were validated on the same dataset by keeping the 
CRF or BERT layer but adding the BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory) layer, and the find-
ings are displayed in Table 5. According to the model’s training findings, when compared to other models, the 
average accuracy of the BERT-CRF model grew by 2.04%, and the average F1 score increased by 1.64%, 
allowing it to accomplish the task of extracting named entities of traffic offenses more effectively.

Table 5 – The results of different models

Model Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)
CRF 87.03 91.32 89.12

BiLSTM-CRF 86.06 91.32 88.61
BERT 86.37 92.50 89.33

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF 84.77 91.30 87.92
BERT-CRF 88.53 92.90 90.66

Forward geocoding, weather data, time and date
To analyse the frequency of traffic violations in various locations, obtain the latitude and longitude in-
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formation of traffic violations by using the geocoding method provided by the Baidu Map Open Platform to 
identify the locations identified by the named entity; then draw a heat map and mark off the traffic network 
using Folium components to intuitively analyse the spatial law of traffic violations.

To analyse the frequency of traffic violations at different time points, the time identified by the named 
entity is standardised into the canonical format of date “YYYY-MM-DD” and “time (HH:MM:SS)”; then, 
according to the segmentation rules, extract the year, month, day and time of traffic violations, and find the 
implied rules of traffic violations at a different time granularity.

The standardised date is used to obtain the weather, wind direction and wind data of traffic violations 
from the Beijing Historical Weather Platform, and the average number of weather and wind values was used 
to fill in the inaccessible weather information.

Gender determination
According to ROLISON et al. [21, 22], the gender of the driver has an impact on traffic accidents, and the 

Bayesian formula can be used to predict the gender based on the name to improve the data characteristics of 
traffic violations. Formula 8 depicts the Bayesian formula.

( | ) ( )
( | ) ( )

P G N P N
P N G P G$

=  (8)

where P(G|N) represents the probability of identifying the gender based on the name, P(N|G) represents the 
probability of the name appearing based on the known gender, P(G) represents the probability of the gender 
appearing and P(N) represents the probability of occurrence of a given name.

When the condition is independent, P(N|G) can be transformed as shown in Formula 9.

P N G P N G
i

n

i
1

=
=

^ ^h h%  (9)

where P(Ni|G) represents the probability of occurrence associated with the specified name.

3. THE ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
3.1 The analysis of time characteristics

The frequency of traffic violations varies depending on the time of day, including morning and evening 
rush hours, holiday adjustments and road conditions. Statistical analysis of traffic violations at the granular-
ity of months, days and hours can help traffic managers formulate different treatment strategies at different 
time points by intuitively analysing the peak value of traffic violations.

According to Figure 3, the months with the greatest traffic infractions are October and November. In Chi-
na, the statutory National Day holiday in October and the rest of the year will generally extend the holiday 
time to 7 days, and people usually travel to Beijing during the holiday, resulting in an increase in traffic flow 
in Beijing. On the other hand, in November, there is no statutory holiday and the month is longer, resulting 
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Figure 3 – The number of traffic violations by month
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in more frequent commuting and an increase in traffic violations. Values 0–5 in Figure 4 correspond to the 
types of traffic violations in Table 1. According to Figure 4, traffic violations involving forged or altered motor 
vehicle driving licenses are more common in October, November and December; traffic violations involv-
ing no valid motor vehicle driving license are more common in August, October and November; and traffic 
violations involving speeding 50% over are more common in February and April.
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Figure 4 – The number of traffic violation cases in different months

Figure 5 shows that more traffic violations occurred during the week on Thursdays and on Saturdays 
during the weekend; Figure 6 shows that no valid motor vehicle driving license violations occurred on Tues-
days, Wednesdays and Thursdays; and drunk driving occurred on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. In 
China, there are seven days in a week, with five days for labour and two days for rest. On-site law enforce-
ment is more prevalent on Monday, resulting in fewer traffic violations. People tend to go out on Saturday to 
unwind, which boosts traffic congestion and the number of traffic infractions compared to Sunday.
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Figure 5 – The number of traffic violations by day
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Figure 6 – The number of traffic violation cases on different days

Figures 7 and 8 show that the distribution of hours with the most traffic violations on weekdays has two 
peaks (9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.); the distribution of hours with the most traffic violations on weekends also 
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has two peaks (10:00 am and 9:00 pm). Further examination of the hours with the highest peak value in 
Figure 9 reveals that traffic violations of no valid motor vehicle driving license occurred more frequently on 
weekdays at 9:00 a.m.; traffic violations of drunk driving occurred more frequently at 9:00 p.m.; and traffic 
violations of speeding 50% over occurred more frequently on weekends at 10:00 a.m. 

3.2 The analysis of administrative district characteristics
The frequency of traffic violations varies by administrative region due to traffic facilities, residential 

population, schools, and so on. The frequency of traffic violations for each administrative region can be an-
alysed, and traffic officers in different administrative regions can be assisted in developing different traffic 
strategies.
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Figure 8 – The number of traffic violations in 24 hours on weekends
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Figure 9 – The number of traffic violation cases at the same time
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The Chaoyang and Haidian districts of Beijing have greater rates of traffic violations, owing to their 
dense populations where people live, work and go to school. Chaoyang District, known for business and 
commerce, has increasing traffic flow, but the Haidian District, which is home to a big number of elementary 
and secondary schools, has a huge number of younger drivers who engage in unsafe behaviour. As indicat-
ed in Figures 10 and 11, this combination of circumstances leads to a higher occurrence of violations such as 
driving without a valid license and drunk driving in these areas.
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Figure 10 – The number of traffic violations by administrative region
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Figure 11 – The number of traffic violation cases in Chaoyang District

3.3 The analysis of weather characteristics
Weather conditions may contribute to traffic offenses. Weather reduces visibility, which can lead to major 

car accidents [23], and weather influences driving behaviour to some extent [24, 25]. Climate change will 
steadily worsen the living environment, necessitating an examination of weather conditions. A statistical 
analysis of traffic violations based on meteorological parameters is undertaken to validate the frequency of 
traffic violations under different weather conditions.

Figure 12 shows that traffic violations occur more frequently in sunny and cloudy weather, which is related 
to the number of weather occurrences and driver psychology, indicating that a good driving vision effect will 
lead drivers to relax their vigilance but make them more prone to traffic violations. Further analysis of the 
sunny and thunderstorm weather types in Figure 13 shows that while there are more occurrences of no valid 
motor vehicle driving license and drunk driving in sunny weather, the frequency of traffic cases with speed-
ing 50% over is relatively high in thunderstorm weather. This demonstrates that drivers are more dangerous 
in sunny weather than in thunderstorm conditions.
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3.4 The analysis of gender characteristics
Table 6 shows the number of traffic violations that occurred in Beijing based on a statistical analysis of 

traffic violations by gender. There are more traffic violations for driving without a valid license and drunk 
driving violations for men; for women, there are more traffic violations for speeding 50% over. It is further 
confirmed that male drivers drive drunk more frequently than female drivers [26], male drivers are more 
prone to risky driving, while female drivers need more attention [27, 28] to avoid traffic violations. 

Table 6 – The number of traffic cases by gender

Types of traffic violation
Gender

Male Female
Forged or altered motor vehicle driving license 7379 775

No valid motor vehicle driving license 15700 1483
Driving after drinking alcohol 2198 176

Hit-and-run 2060 247
Drunk driving 17556 1607

Speeding 50% over 7817 2366

3.5 The analysis of spatial features
Spatial feature analysis may quickly identify the geographical distribution of traffic offenses, and com-

bining the geographical map and heat map can identify areas with a high frequency of traffic violations. 
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Figure 12 – The number of traffic violations by weather
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Figure 14 depicts a statistical analysis of traffic violations in different administrative districts of Beijing in 
2021 using a colour-patch map.

 
Figure 14 – The number of traffic violations occurring in different districts of Beijing in 2021

Figure 14 demonstrates that the Chaoyang District and Haidian District had the most traffic violations in 
2021, which is consistent with the pattern of administrative district traffic violations. In China, major med-
ical, education, transportation facilities and other resources are more concentrated in the core area than in 
the peripheral area. Generally, people are more willing to live in the core area, resulting in more prominent 
traffic demand problems and a higher tendency of traffic violations. Heat maps and scatter plots were used 
to assess the street network of traffic violations in Chaoyang District in 2021. Figure 15 depicts the heat map, 
whereas Figure 16 depicts the scatter plot. Through heat maps and scatter diagrams, it can be seen that traffic 
violations are easy to occur in commercial centres, hospitals and other places, and the distribution of traffic 
violations around traffic hubs is wider, and it is easy to appear in the branch road connected with the main 
road.

Figure 15 – Heatmap of traffic violations 
in Chaoyang district of Beijing in 2021

Figure 16 – The scatter plots of traffic violations 
in the Chaoyang District of Beijing in 2021

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the demand for governing urban traffic violations and focusing on the records of such viola-

tions, a city-specific traffic violation feature analysis method based on the BERT-CRF model is proposed. 
From the perspectives of a month, week, time, gender, space and other dimensions, the analysis of six types 
of traffic violations, such as forged or altered motor vehicle driving license, drunk driving, hit-and-run, 
driving after drinking alcohol, no valid motor vehicle driving license and speeding 50% over, provides deci-
sion-making reference for the allocation of traffic law enforcement. Weather factors and urban road network 
factors can also be combined to reveal the causes of traffic violations.
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In this paper, the proposed method is put into practice based on the data of traffic violations recorded in 
Beijing from 2016 to 2021. The analysis results show that drunk driving has the highest frequency of traffic 
violations, followed by no valid motor vehicle driving license. The early peak of traffic violations on working 
days appeared at 9 a.m., while the early peak of traffic violations on weekends appeared at 10 a.m. The male 
drivers with no valid driver’s license and driving a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol comprised 
59.46% and female drivers driving a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol and speeding 50% over 
reached 57.11%. Extreme weather conditions are associated with the highest frequency of exceeding the 
speed limit by 50%, whereas non-extreme weather conditions correlate with a higher frequency of drunk 
driving violations. The traffic violations mostly occur on secondary roads that connect with main streets. 

The above analysis can be used to guide the construction of a monitoring system for urban traffic viola-
tions and provide support for the governance of urban traffic violations. Due to the complexity in describing 
the locations of traffic violations, the next steps will delve into further research on the BERT-CRF model’s 
recognition of compound or overlapping locations. This will involve an analysis of factors such as traffic 
facilities and road conditions to identify potential influences on traffic violation behaviour. Additionally, 
leveraging data mining methods will allow for a more in-depth analysis of traffic violations, leading to more 
targeted decision-making recommendations.
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李杰，史运涛（通讯作者），李书钦

基于BERT-CRF模型的北京市交通违法行为分析

摘要：

交通违法行为是引发交通事故的重要原因，现有的研究对交通违法行为的分析不够

全面且命名实体方法无法从交通违法行为记录中抽取到交通违法行为名称，无法为
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城市交通违法行为的治理提供参考。通过将人民日报数据集从71456词扩展到95291

词，使基于转换器的双向编码表征-条件随机场（BERT-CRF）模型取得了88.53%的准

确率、92.90%的召回率和90.66%的F1值，识别了交通违法行为中的事件、时间和地

点命名实体，并通过前向地理编码和贝叶斯公式对交通违法行为数据进行增强，从

时间、空间、行政区域、性别和天气等多维度对交通违法行为进行分析，为交通执

法现场的动态调配和交通违法行为的精准管理提供支持。

关键词：

交通违法行为；交通事故；命名实体；人民日报；BERT-CRF;贝叶斯公式


